Variable Printing that Adapts to You

Flexible, Controllable, Practical

The jet.engine imager is a highly recognizable print head that is flexible, controllable and extremely practical — its “no-mess” high quality output and easily integrated technology ensures its applicability in almost any situation and on any surface. Having the ability to control print jobs from set up, all the way to output, the jet.engine delivers solutions without the hassle and expense of purchasing a bulky, complicated printing system.

Innovation.

The very foundation of inc.jet’s printing solutions is thermal inkjet technology (TIJ). inc.jet offers ready-to-run, high-resolution, variable data digital printing systems designed with high-performance, low maintenance and cost effectiveness in mind. Whether printing variable or fixed data in Mailing & Addressing, Web, or Package Printing industrial applications, inc.jet has the solution.

High Speed, High Resolution

The jet.engine provides a variety of options and applications that fit your company’s specific needs, while giving you the opportunity to expand and further develop your printing capabilities. Highly adaptable hardware that allows you to exceed your previous printing capacity, inks that will print on virtually any substrate, and software that puts full control at your fingertips; the jet.engine presents itself as an all inclusive specialty print system.